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Requirements

 Some knowledge of C is needed

 Some familiarity with Unix OS is helpful



Outline

 Reminder: Parallel Programming

 Reminder: Threads

 The Posix Thread Library

 Reminder: Shared-Memory 

Problems



Why Parallel ?

 Most obvious reason: Save “wall-clock” time

(not CPU time).

 Less obvious: tackle larger problems. Split one 

large problem into several smaller ones, in 

terms of time, memory and cash.

 Finally: Increased flexibility from 

“concurrency”. Works even on a single CPU.



Parallelism and Concurrency

Parallelism:

 More than one process is 

present and executing at 

a given time.

 Usually requires separate 

hardware, “cores” or 

CPU's.

 Used to scale programs, 

i.e. reduce execution 

time by a given factor.

Concurrency:

 More than one thread is

present and active, but 

not always executed at 

the same time.

 Can be achieved with 

single core and CPU that 

“switches”.

 Increases flexibility and 

responsiveness.



Reminder: Amdahl's Law

The speedup of parallel program is limited (among other 

things) by the fraction F
s
of serial execution time that is 

spent in the serial part of the program. This is called 

Amdahl's law:

This means that Fs should be minimized because you cannot 

eliminate it by using more processors.



Amdahl's Law: Example
Here is the scaling of DotProduct.c

This is deliberately bad: lots of non-parallel sections

Time  (serial units)

Efficiency

Speedup

Serial Fraction

approx 0.72

Curves: Amdahl's Law

Symbols: Experiment



Hardware: Shared Memory

“Old-style” parallel computers and the latest multi-core 
desktops are based on shared memory. This means all CPU's 

are connected via a memory bus to a common pool of 
physical memory.

This ranges from machines where the access of all CPU’s to 
all memory is equivalent (SMP's - Symmetric Multi-

Processors), to systems where it is very heterogeneous 
(cc-NUMA - cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access).



CPU

Memory

Memory Bus



Threads and Multithreading

 “Lightweight Process” 

Usually created dynamically during program execution by 

main or “master” thread

 Does not have separate memory space

Used on shared-memory machines or single-processor 

machines

 Multiple threads can be used for parallelism

because they can be scheduled on separate CPU's

 But they don't have to

Multi-threading also increases flexibility and responsiveness of 

applications when run on single CPU



Unix Processes and Threads

 Unix processes are created by the OS

 Associated Information and overhead:

Process ID, instructions, registers, stack with pointer, 

heap, file descriptors, signal, libraries ...

 Threads are created by a main process 

and share its resources, bringing down overhead

 Threads maintain their own registers, stack, block 

signals, and “thread specific” data 

 Just enough to run threads independently



Pros & Cons

 Exploitation of 

parallelism on multi-CPU 

hardware

 Exploitation of  

Concurrency on all 

systems

 Modularity and 

Flexibility

 Computing overhead, 

largely to 

synchronization

 Increased complexity 

and programming 

discipline

 Libraries may not be 

thread-safe

 Harder to debug



Reminder: Potential Problems

 General: Because threads are supposed to run 

simultaneously and asynchronously, no fixed 

order can be assumed.

 Algorithm: Dependencies force execution in a 

specific order, which may be violated in a 

multithreaded program. There parallelization is 

impossible.

 Bug: Shared memory access may lead to 

memory conflicts such as race conditions.

 Performance: Cache coherence is required 

and causes false sharing (cash thrashing).



Posix Threads Outline

 Posix Threads

 Some History

 Types and Conventions

 Basics for Posix-Thread Programs

 Simple Functions

 Examples

 Visibility of Variables by Threads



Posix Threads

 Posix Threads are standard Application 

Programing Interfaces (API's)

 Part of the “Portable Operating System Interface 

for Unix”

 Approved by IEEE in 1995

 Official name POSIX 1003.1c-1995

 Most vendors have their own proprietary thread 

libraries, but also use pthreads as a standard



Naming Convention

All data types, constants, routine names 

etc. in the Posix thread library start with the 

prefix

pthread_



Pthread Types

pthread_t Thread ID

pthread_mutex_t Mutex (Lock)

pthread_cond_t Condition Variable

pthread_key_t Key (thread-spec. data)

pthread_attr_t Thread Attributes

pthread_mutexattr_t Lock Attributes

pthread_condattr_t Cond. Var. Attributes

pthread_once_t Initialization

All of these are opaque



pthread Error Handling

 Many pthread_*() functions 

return an integer error code 
status

 status is 0 if the call was a 

success

 If something went wrong an entry 
of <errno.h> is returned

 To analyze, use 
strerror(status)

#include <pthread.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <errno.h>

#include <string.h>

int main (int argc, char *argv[]){

pthread_t thread;

int status;

/* Try join a thread that was not created */

status = pthread_join(thread,NULL);

if (status !=0) 

fprintf (stderr, "Error %d: %s\n",

status, strerror(status));

return status;

}

user00@sflogin0$ cc error.c –lpthread

user00@sflogin0$ ./a.out

Error 3: No such process

user00@swlogin1$ gcc error.c –lpthread

user00@swlogin1$ ./a.out

Segmentation fault (core dumped)



Basics for Posix-Thread 

Programs

Include header file 

#include <pthread.h>

Link in Posix library

gcc -c prog.c

gcc -o prog.x prog.o -lpthread

The two steps can be combined

gcc -o prog.x prog.c -lpthread

Details may vary by vendor, above for GNU compiler



Threads are Dynamic Processes

“Detached” threads exit 

without being joined

Threads can create 

other threads

The main thread starts 
with the program

Often threads are created by the main thread

Often threads are 

“joined” to the 

main thread after 

They're done



Thread “Life Cycle”
A thread can be in any of the following “states”

 Ready: It's just been created and waiting to be scheduled

 Running: It's busy doing something

 Blocked: It can't continue because it's waiting for 

something 

 Terminated: It's done, it's been cancelled, or it exited

Ready

Blocked

TerminatedRunning
schedule

wait for

resource

resource

available

cancel,

finish



Creating A New Thread

int pthread_create ( pthread_t *thread,

const pthread_attr_t *attrib,

void *(*startup)(void *),

void *arg);

We use the function pthread_create to create a new 

thread called thread, with attributes attrib, and 

have it execute a function startup. Arguments for 

startup() are passed through a void pointer arg.



Creating A New Thread (cont'd)

void*startup(void *) contains the work to be done by the thread. 

The argument must be a pointer, and so is the return value. Both need 

recasting.

pthread_t *thread is just an identifier to allow further monitoring and 

manipulation of the new thread.

const pthread_attr_t *attrib is a structure that needs to be filled 

through function calls. It determines thread behaviour. NULL cause 

defaults to be used.

void *arg is a pointer to allow the start routine to receive and return 

results. It must be re-cast. Use structures for multiple values.



Startup Function

void *startup(void *arg)

The startup function startup is used to assign a workload to a 

newly created thread. The argument arg is a void pointer to 

allow the startup routine to receive and return results: 

• Needs to be recast. 

• For multiple data use a structure. 

• If a thread exits by returning from the startup function, the 

return pointer can be retrieved, e.g. by pthread_join



Thread Termination

A thread terminates when

 It returns from the startup function

 It calls pthread_exit

 It is cancelled by another thread

 The main process ends (not if pthread_exit is used)

If a (joinable) thread terminates it still holds on to its 

thread ID and to the return value of its startup function, 

which can be accessed  through pthread_join. A 

detached thread gets “recycled”. 



Exiting A Thread

void pthread_exit (void *status);

The function pthread_exit terminates a thread. This 

function is called by the thread itself. There is no return 

value. This is called implicitly on return from startup

function. In this case, the void pointer argument status

points to the return value of the startup function. If it is 

called explicitly, the argument can be chosen freely.



Thread Detachment

By default, a thread is “joinable” when it is created. This 

means that the main thread can wait for it to finish and 

“join” it. 

It is also possible to “detach” a thread. This means that 

once it's done all resources it uses (for instance stack) will be 

returned to the system (“recycling”).

Detaching has no effect on the thread at runtime. Non-

detached threads may retain resources which can lead to 

memory leaks. Joining a thread detaches it.



Waiting For A Thread

int pthread_join ( pthread_t thread,

void **status);

The function pthread_join is used to wait for a 

thread thread. The calling thread is blocked until 

thread exits. Cannot be used if thread is 

detached. status is the exit status of the thread, 

i.e. either the argument of pthread_exit or the 

return value of the startup function. pthread_join

is often called by the  thread that created thread. 

It detaches thread. The return value is an error 

code.



Example: “Hello World” (minimal)

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <pthread.h> /** Posix thread headers **/

void *word(void *arg); /** Function and argument void **/

int main(){

pthread_t first, second; /** Declare two threads **/

/** Create two threads. Recast string arguments **/

pthread_create (&first,NULL,word,(void*)"Hello");

pthread_create (&second,NULL,word,(void*)"World\n");

/** Wait for both threads before finishing **/

pthread_join (first,NULL);

pthread_join (second,NULL);

exit(0);

}

void *word(void *arg){ /** Function  prints message **/

printf("%s ",(char*)arg);

return(0);

}



Example: “Hello World” (extended)

 The simple “Hello World” program 

cannot control the order of words 

because threads are independent 

(asynchroneous).

 The number of threads is fixed. For 

flexible numbers use arrays.

 Click for long version.

Examples/HelloWorldLong.pdf


Important: Visibility by Threads

 Global data (static or extern) are almost always 

visible to all threads, i.e. all threads refer to the 

same heap data location. Memory conflicts !

 Local data in the startup routine are visible only to 

the calling thread, i.e. a different stack data 

location is used for each thread. No conflicts.

 Global data that need to be specific to a thread 

are called TSD (Thread-Specific Data) and 

handled separately. No conflicts.



Visibility in “Hello World”
#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <pthread.h>

void *output(void *arg);

int nt; /* nt can be seen by all threads because it's global */

int main(int argc, char *argv[]){

long id; /* id is visible only to main thread */ 

nt=atoi(argv[1]);

pthread_t* thread=(pthread_t*)malloc(nt*sizeof(pthread_t));

/* these are made visible to threads through argument list */

void* thread_return;

long* ids=(long*)malloc(nt*sizeof(long)); 

for (id=0;id<nt;id++){*(ids+id)=id;

pthread_create(&thread[id], NULL, output, (void*)(ids+id));}

for (id=0;id<nt;id++){pthread_join(thread[id],&thread_return);

printf("%s on thread %ld\n",(char *)thread_return,*(ids+id));}

free(thread);free(ids);

return 0;}

void *output(void *arg){

long tid=*(long*)arg; /* tid is visible only to calling thread */

printf("Hello from thread Number %ld of %d\n",tid,nt);

return(&"Normal Return");}



Important: Independent Sub-Tasks 

When multiple threads are active at any time, it is 

essential that they perform tasks that are independent 

of each other. 

This means that no thread needs data that are 

generated by another thread. If this is not the case, a 

data dependence exists, and the program is prone to 

yield irreproducible or wrong results.

Example for data dependence: Iterations in an 

optimization procedure, cannot be multithreaded 

across optimization steps.



Example: Computing a Sum

When computing a sum of independent terms, 

each of which comprises a relatively large 

workload, sub-tasks, i.e. partial sums, can be 

performed by independent threads.



Example: Computing a Sum (cont.)

In this case, each of the threads computes a partial sum, 

and at the end everything is summed up by a single 

thread. This means that the threads need to pass results, 

which is done by a data structure. Click here for code.

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread n+
serial

Examples/SquareRoots.pdf


Detaching A Thread

int pthread_detach(pthread_t thread);

The function pthread_detach is used to “detach” 

a thread thread, i.e. to inform the system that 

once the thread terminates, its resources are to be 

freed (“recycled”). Control of the thread is 

released. The return value is an error variable. 



Identifying Threads

pthread_t pthread_self(void);

The function pthread_self is used by a thread 

to determine its thread identifier thread, which 

is the return value. 



Identifying Threads (cont'd)

int pthread_equal( pthread_t threadA, 

pthread_t threadB);

To check if two threads threadA and threadB are 

equal, the function pthread_equal is used. If they 

are equal, the return value is non-zero, otherwise 

it's zero. Note that direct comparison of threads is 

not possible as thread ID's are opaque. 



Cancelling A Thread

int pthread_cancel(pthread_t thread);

void pthread_testcancel (void);

Threads may be cancelled by other threads. 

Cancellation is asynchronous and happens only 

at cancellation points. Cancellation is requested 

using pthread_cancel. It occurs only at 

cancellation points (see documentation for 

details). A cancellation point can be inserted by

pthread_testcancel. Handle with caution !



Thread Attributes

Creating threads with NULL as second argument of 

pthread_create is easiest in most cases. 

Sometimes you may want to change the way threads 

behave. There are three main aspects of a thread that 

are often manipulated this way:

 The detachment state

 Stack size and address

 Scheduling

Here, we only discuss the first two, as the last is a rather 

advanced topic.



Thread Attributes (cont'd)

pthread_attr_t attribs;

While it is possible to manipulate some thread attributes directly,

in most cases, one declares a structure that includes all attributes:

This structure needs to be initialized before it can be used:

pthread_attr_init (&attribs);

Then, after changing the proper attributes using function calls, the thread 

attributes structure can be used as an argument in a pthread_create call:

pthread_create(&threadID, &attribs, routine, arg);



Thread Attributes: Detachment

By default, created threads are “joinable”, one can wait for 

them through pthread_join. If this is not required, it's more 

efficient to create the thread with the attribute “detached”. 

This may be done by calling pthread_attr_setdetachstate. 

Here is the sequence:

pthread_t thread;

pthread_attr_t attribs;

void *startup(void *arg);

pthread_attr_init(&attribs);

pthread_attr_setdetachstate(&attribs,

PTHREAD_CREATE_DETACHED);

pthread_create( &thread, &attribs, 

startup, arg);



Thread Attributes: Stack Size

Sometimes the default stack size supplied by the OS for threads is

not sufficient. To change it, pthread_attr_setstacksize is used.  

This feature is not supported on all systems, and a pre-processor 

construct should be used to check. Here, we double the default: 

pthread_t thread;

pthread_attr_t attribs;

void *startup(void *arg);

size_t stack;

pthread_attr_init (&attribs);

#ifdef _POSIX_THREAD_ATTR_STACKSIZE

pthread_attr_getstacksize (&attribs,&stack);

pthread_attr_setstacksize (&attribs,2*stack);

#endif

pthread_create(&thread,&attribs, startup, arg);



Thread Attributes: Stack Address

Stack sizes are tricky, and should only be manipulated 

if necessary. Some systems don't support this at all to 

avoid trouble. 

The alteration of stack addresses is even more 

hazardous. Since it uses absolute addresses, the code 

likely loses portability.



Thread Attributes: Scheduling

The scheduling of threads is done by the OS.

Posix threads offer the option of tuning scheduling policies 

(such as “FIFO” and “Round-Robin”), and other parameters 

such as priorities.

Policies are addressed through an integer, whereas 

scheduling parameters are manipulated through structures 

of type 

struct sched_param.

There is a host of routines to determine and reset these. 

However, their proper usage is system-dependent and 

outside the scope of an introduction.



Memory Conflicts and Mutexes

 Shared Variables and Memory Conflicts

 Synchronization

 Locks, Mutexes

 Dynamic “Once” initialization

 Advanced Mutexes, Condition Variables

 False Sharing



Problem: Memory Conflicts

A fundamental problem in multithreading is the 

presence of  memory conflicts. 

This occurs every time when more than one thread 

needs read/write access to a memory location.

Since multithreading is based on shared memory, this 

situation is very common.

Rule: Every memory location (variable, array or 

structure element) with shared read/write access   

must be protected.



Problem: Race Conditions

Thread 1
a=5

Thread 3
a=9

Thread 2
a=7

a

Typical race condition:

All three threads set the value of a. Whichever goes last 

determines the final value. Since the order is 

unpredictable, so is the result. In a serial program, there is 

a predetermined order and the problem does not occur. 



Problem: Memory Conflicts

Thread 1
a+=5

Thread 3
a+=9

Thread 2
a+=7

a

Another type of race condition:

All three threads update the value of a. It is possible that 

two threads read the same value of a before either had 

a chance to write back the new value. This means that 

one update overwrites another which is lost. In a serial 

program, one update cannot happen before the other 

is completed and the problem does not occur. 



Solution: Synchronization

To avoid race conditions:

It is necessary to let other threads know that one thread is 

manipulating shared data, i.e. the threads need to be 

synchronized.

Thread 
1

a+=5

Thread 
3

a+=9

Thread 
2

a+=7

a

Thread 
1

a+=5

Thread 
3

a+=9

Thread 
2

a+=7

a

Thread 
1

a+=5

Thread 
3

a+=9

Thread 
2

a+=7

a

Thread 2 blocks the others
then updates a

Thread 3 blocks the others
then updates a

Thread 1 blocks the others
then updates a



Wait a second...

...This sounds awfully sequential.

Synchronization has the effect of “serializing” code, because 

threads are told to “hold off” until an operation is finished. 

During this time things do not happen simultaneously, as 

other threads just wait.

Luckily, the synchronized operations (such as an update) are  

often very “small” (i.e. little computational effort) compared 

to the rest of the work-load.

If this is not the case, parallel performance suffers !



Locks

 Locks are the simplest way to protect shared 

variables by forcing code sections to be executed 

by one thread at a time.

 The first thread encountering a protected section 

“sets / acquires the lock” and executes the 

section. After this, it “unsets / releases the lock” and 

continues.

 If other threads try to set a lock that has already 

been set, they halt and wait until it is unset, then go 

ahead.



Thread encounters

lock

Lock set 

?
Set lock

Execute section

Unset lock

Wait...

No

Yes

Locks  (Flow Chart)



Locks  (Timeline)

` ` `

` Set Mutex Release Mutex

(proceed)

thread progress

effective thread progress

Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 3

Protected

Region

Time

Code

Progress



Mutexes

 Mutexes (from “Mutual Exclusion”) are the 

standard implementation of locks in Posix.

 The data type of Mutexes is 

pthread_mutex_t

 Mutexes should be declared global, extern 

or static, i.e. they need to be shared

 Often, Mutexes are placed together with the 

data they protect into a structure.



int pthread_mutex_init(pthread_mutex_t *mutex,

pthread_mutexattr_t *attr);

PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER

The function pthread_mutex_init dynamically 

initializes a Mutex mutex with attributes attr. 

If the attributes are the default ones, and the 

initialization can be done statically, the macro 

PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER can be used instead.

Initializing a Mutex



pthread_once_t blocker=PTHREAD_ONCE_INIT;

void init_routine(void);

int pthread_once (*blocker, init_routine);

Static initialization is “safe”, i.e. it will happen only 

once. Dynamic initialization needs to be protected, 

either by doing it in main(), or by using the pthread_once

routine.

Once Initialization

The initialization routine init_routine contains the 

dynamic mutex initialization, i.e. a call to pthread_mutex_init. 

It is called inside the thread starting routine that uses the mutex. 

Sample code here.

file:///C:/Users/Hartmut/HPCVL/Summer School 2013/Posix/Examples/Once.pdf


int pthread_mutex_destroy(pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Once you don't need a Mutex anymore, you can 

free the associated resources by “destroying” it. 

The function pthread_mutex_destroy does that. 

Destroying a Mutex



int pthread_mutex_lock(pthread_mutex_t *mutex)

int pthread_mutex_unlock(pthread_mutex_t *mutex)

Acquiring and Releasing a Mutex

The function pthread_mutex_lock locks or acquires  a Mutex mutex. 

This is done by one thread before executing a protected section 

of code. If another thread tries to lock the Mutex while it's locked, 

the 

thread will be forced to wait until the Mutex is unlocked or 

released by a call to pthread_mutex_unlock.

Pairs of “locks” and “unlocks” enclose protected regions in the 

code.



pthread_mutex_t mutex;

int status;

status=pthread_mutex_trylock(&mutex);

while(status==EBUSY){

...Do something else...

status=pthread_mutex_trylock(&mutex);}

“Trying” a Mutex

Sometimes you don't want to wait until a mutex is 

unlocked, but rather do something else in the 

meantime. pthread_mutex_trylock is used for this. It 

attempts to lock mutex, but does not wait if it is already 

locked. Instead it returns with return value EBUSY. 



Minimizing a Function

-1 10

Thread 0 ...Thread 3Thread 2Thread 1

Min

Function values are 
mapped onto Array

Each Thread scans different
part of the Array ....

... updating a single, 
global value “Min”



Minimizing a Function (cont.)

for(i=MyMin; i<MyMax+1; i++)

{

MyCoord=i*Step-1.0;

MyValue=f(MyCoord);

if(MyValue < SmallestValue)

{

MinimumAt=MyCoord;

SmallestValue=MyValue;

}

}

for(i=MyMin; i<MyMax+1; i++)

{

MyCoord=i*Step-1.0;

MyValue=f(MyCoord);

if(MyValue < SmallestValue)

{

pthread_mutex_lock(&Update);

if(MyValue < SmallestValue)

{

MinimumAt=MyCoord;

SmallestValue=MyValue;

}

pthread_mutex_unlock(&Update);

}

}

Protect global variables MinimumAt and SmallestValue

through Mutex Update. 

Updates are locked and check must be repeated.



Another Example: Dot Product

A “dot product” between two vectors A and B is a sum over 

the products of the vector elements a and b:

Similar to “sum of square roots” example.

To do the sum in parallel, the total must be protected 

through a mutex.

Here, the mutex is included in the global structure 

containing vectors and result. Click here for code.

file:///C:/Users/Hartmut/HPCVL/Summer School 2013/Posix/Examples/DotProduct.pdf
Examples/DotProduct.pdf


Careful With That Lock, Eugene

Often, there are several data that need 

protecting. If they are independent, they 

should be protected by separate mutexes to 

avoid excessive serialization.

Multiple mutexes have a potential to cause 

“Deadlocks”, i.e. a situation where threads 

hold locks that are needed by other threads, 

but can't release them because they need 

locks that are held by others.



Deadlocks

pthread_mutex_lock (&Amutex)

pthread_mutex_lock (&Bmutex)

pthread_mutex_unlock (&Amutex)

pthread_mutex_unlock (&Bmutex)

pthread_mutex_lock (&Bmutex)

pthread_mutex_lock (&Amutex)

pthread_mutex_unlock (&Bmutex)

pthread_mutex_unlock (&Amutex)

Thread 1 Thread 2

Unlocks are never reached

Threads block                each other    



Deadlocks: Remedies

 To avoid deadlocks, one may establish a 

“hierarchy” of mutexes. One way to do this is to 

make sure that the order in which the mutexes are 

locked is fixed for all threads.

 A similar technique is called “lock chaining”: one 

mutex is locked, then another, then the first one is 

released, etc...

 If you can't fix the order, you might need to “back 

out”. After locking one mutex, check if the next 

one is locked (with pthread_mutex_trylock), if 

yes, release both and start again.



Condition Variables

Sometimes a thread cannot continue to process a 

mutex-protected code region (code between  

pthread_mutex_lock and pthread_mutex_unlock) unless 

a condition is fulfilled.

To address this situation, the thread can do the 

following: 

1. unlock the mutex to let other threads in

2. go to sleep and wait for a signal

3. once the signal is received, wake up

4. re-lock the mutex (if locked, wait some more)

5. continue



Condition Variables (cont'd)

 The signal on which the thread is waiting is called a 

condition variable. It is sent by another thread when 

the condition that delayed the first thread has 

changed.

 “Unlock” and “wait” need to be “atomic”. Otherwise, 

another thread could change state and send the 

signal. The waiting thread would miss it and go to 

sleep permanently.

 It’s best to check for the initial condition again after 

waking up to make sure that nothing has changed it 

in the meantime.

 Implementation of condition variables: 

pthread_cond_*() functions that act on opaque 

variables of type pthread_cond_t



Condition Variables  (Timeline)

` `

` Lock Mutex, 

continue

Unlock Mutex

thread progress
Thread 1

Thread 2

Protected

Region

Time

Code

Progress

` Check Mutex, wait

`

Send Signal, 

continue

` `

Thread 1

Thread 2



Creating/Destroying Condition 

Variables 

pthread_cond_t cv = PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER;

int pthread_cond_init ( pthread_cond_t cv,

pthread_cond_attr_t *cva);

int pthread_cond_destroy (pthread_cond_t *cond); 

Condition variables need to be declared as type pthread_cond_t

and initialized either statically using PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER

or dynamically by calling pthread_cond_init. The latter method 

allows to specify attributes through a structure of type 

pthread_cond_attr_t. Once not needed anymore it can be destroyed 

by a call to pthread_cond_destroy.



Waiting on a Condition Variable 

int pthread_cond_wait ( pthread_cond_t cv,

pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

int pthread_cond_timedwait ( pthread_cond_t cv,

pthread_mutex_t *mutex,

struct timespec *timeout); 

A thread can be made to wait on a condition variable cv which means 

it will unlock the associated mutex mutex, and block itself until it 

receives a signal. Then it re-acquires the lock and continues.

The wait can be indefinite using pthread_cond_wait, 

or timed with timeout  timeout using pthread_cond_timedwait. 

timeout is specified through a structure of type timespec.



Signalling a Waiting Thread 

int pthread_cond_signal (pthread_cond_t *cv);

int pthread_cond_broadcast (pthread_cond_t *cv); 

A single thread that waits on a condition variable cv is signalled

With a call to pthread_cond_signal. If more than one thread is 

waiting the system scheduling scheme determines which one is 

“awakened”. Using pthread_cond_broadcast instead, all waiting 

threads are signalled.



Condition Variables: Example 

Click here for the code

In this somewhat artificial example three threads are active:

Two of them count up a variable, the third one waits until 

the variable reaches a threshold, then adds its contribution.

The counter is protected through a mutex.

To communicate that the threshold has been reached, 

a condition variable is used.

Examples/Condition.pdf


Reminder: False 

Sharing 
In every shared-memory program, false sharing eventually 

becomes a performance issue. This happens if neighbouring 

memory locations that share a cache-line are accessed by 

different threads.
Cache line in memory

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3

Tim
e

read/update



False Sharing (cont'd) 

Here are a few suggestions to avoid false sharing:

 Re-copy data into local variables before using them 

repeatedly. This makes it impossible for the data to 

share a cache-line

 Use large data structures and spatially separate the 

working data of the threads 

 Split data structures such that each thread uses a 

different structure, preferably non-contiguous

Note that all of these have downsides and might improve 

scaling at the expense of serial performance



(Slightly) Advanced Stuff

o Thread-Specific Data and Keys

o TSD Destructors

o Barriers

o A common threading model

o Combination with MPI (if time)

o General considerations

o Stuff we didn't talk about 

o Further Reading



Thread-Specific Data (TSD)

 Sometimes it is necessary to use global data 

that are still “private” to a thread.

 For instance, you might want to pass large 

data arrays to a function and keep them 

persistent across calls.

 Global data with thread-private values are 

called TSD. 

Posix threads use keys to handle TSD.



Keys

 Keys are opaque structures that are used to address TSD

 A key is declared as type pthread_key_t and needs to be 

initialized once before usage

 Data are linked to a key, or retrieved from a key by function 

calls from a thread, and specifically to that thread.

 Data associated with a key can be freed when the thread 

terminates, using a destructor function.



int pthread_key_create( pthread_key_t *key,

void *dest (void *));

int pthread_key_delete( pthread_key_t key);

The function pthread_key_create dynamically 

creates a key key and assigns a destructor dest. 

pthread_key_create should be called from 

main. If it's called from within a thread, key 

creation must use PTHREAD_ONCE_INIT to protect 

from repeated creation. Keys are deleted by 

calling pthread_key_delete.

Creating / Deleting a Key



int pthread_setspecific( pthread_key_t *key,

const void *tsd);

void *pthread_getspecific ( pthread_key_t key);

Data can be associated with a key through a call to 

pthread_setspecific. The data are specified using 

a void pointer tsd. The data may be retrieved using 

the key by call to pthread_getspecific in the form 

of a void pointer return value.

Accessing Data Through Keys



Keys

Address 1

Address 4

Address 3

Address 2

Thread 1

Thread 4

Thread 3

Thread 2

Thread 1

Thread 4

Thread 3

Thread 2

Key

Data 1

Data 2

Data 3

Data 4

Program flow

Global Memory
Data are persistent through 

repeated reference

They are global across 

function calls But local 

to threads



Easy Version(key created by main)

In this example, a simple string is stored by 

associating it with a TSD key. The string is 

different for the two existing threads, but persists 

across a function call, i.e. it is written to the 

heap. 

Thread Specific Data: Example

Hard Version(key created in a thread)

Examples/TSDeasy.pdf
Examples/TSDhard.pdf


• When a thread exits, the system checks all TSD keys that are 

not NULL. 

• It sets them to NULL and executes the corresponding 

destructor destruct with a pointer tsd to the data, i.e. with 

the value of the key for that thread. 

• This may have to be repeated several times.

• Destructors are used to “clean up”, for instance by freeing 

the memory belonging to those TSD. 

• This is crucial if the data are “big”, to avoid memory leaks.

• The name of the destructor function is specified as the 

second argument in pthread_key_create.

Thread Specific Data: Destructors

void destruct (void *tsd);

Examples/Destructor.pdf


Posix threads are used because of their flexibility. Threads are 

usually left to do their task as independently and undisturbed 

as possible.

Still, sometimes it is necessary to get all threads on the same 

footing. This may be done using barriers, i.e. “synchronization 

points” that all threads need to pass to be allowed to 

continue.

Barriers are not part of the Posix threads standard, but often 

supported in a specific implementation. We include them 

because they are useful for parallel programming.

Barriers

Examples/Barrier.pdf


Initializing/Destroying Barriers

Barriers need to be initialized once, and only once. 

pthread_barrier_init is used to do this. Attributes can be 

assigned through a structure attr (use NULL for defaults). 

The integer count specifies the number of threads that must 

to reach the barrier before they can pass. If no longer needed, 

it can be destroyed using pthread_barrier_destroy

int pthread_barrier_init(

pthread_barrier_t *barrier,

const pthread_barrieratrr_t *attr,

unsigned `);

int pthread_barrier_destroy (

pthread_barrier_t *barrier);



Waiting at a Barrier

Barriers are used to synchronize threads at a specific point. 

A thread that calls pthread_barrier_wait returns 

only after count threads have called it.

The number count is set with pthread_barrier_init

Often, this is the total number of threads.

int pthread_barrier_wait(pthread_barrier_t *barrier);



Barriers, Common Use

Task A

Task B

Barrier

ThreadsIf Task B depends on completion of Task A, it is

necessary to insert a barrier between them

Startup Function

file:///C:/Users/Hartmut/HPCVL/Summer School 2013/Posix/Examples/Barrier.pdf


The “All Slaves” Model (as opposed to the “Master-

Slave” one) does not require activity from the main 

thread other than waiting.

This model is commonly used in situations where the 

workload of each sub-task is hard to predict. Load-

imbalances are avoided by scheduling tasks  

dynamically.

Since the job allocation needs to be done through a 

shared variable, at least one mutex is required.

Click here for the code.

“All Slaves” in Posix

Examples/AllSlaves.pdf
Examples/AllSlaves.pdf


 Minimize the number of shared data locations to 

avoid memory conflicts.

 Keep data for different threads apart to avoid false 

sharing.

 Separate Mutexes for separate data, as few as 

possible, as many as necessary.

 Use TSD only if you must, prefer local data.

 Keep it simple.

 Consider OpenMP for simple jobs, explicit threads for 

complicated ones.

A Few Tips for Multithreading: 

file:///C:/Users/Hartmut/HPCVL/Summer School 2013/Posix/Examples/AllSlaves.pdf


 Modern chip architectures: 

Multi-core & multi-threaded allow a single core    

(CPU) to execute multiple threads

 If used in a cluster setting, this makes use of 

Multithreading (Posix threads) combined with 

MPI desirable

 Each of n MPI process dynamically creates 

dynamically m threads for a total of N=nXm

Combining Posix Threads and MPI 

file:///C:/Users/Hartmut/HPCVL/Summer School 2013/Posix/Examples/AllSlaves.pdf


Combining Posix Threads and MPI 

 Important issue: Thread safety of MPI libraries.

 Need to separate multithreaded regions from MPI calls

(see our simple example)

 Alternatively: protect any MPI related operation using 

locks. More flexible, but harder to do.

 MPI-2 standard supports thread handling. Not 

recommended.

 Code can get quite complex. See DMSM library.

 Take-home message: Make sure that only one thread 

per MPI process is active for any MPI operation.



Combining Posix Threads and MPI 

 Old “sum of square roots” example 

 Each process goes through different elements 

of the loop (MPI)

 Loop is further distributed among threads, using 

Posix Multithreading 

Code in C

Posix Code/mixed.c


What We Didn't Talk About

 Signaling: Threads can send many signals to each 

other, but the details are complicated.

 Attributes for mutexes, condition variables,  keys 

and barriers: rarely necessary as defaults are 

sufficient.

 Semaphores: Different, more general type of 

synchronization objects.

 Real-time programming

 Hardware



Further Reading

“Programming with POSIX Threads” by David R. Butenhof, 

Addison Wesley, 2007

http://www.amazon.ca/Programming-POSIX-Threads-David-Butenhof/dp/0201633922


Thanks For Your Time


